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President’s Letter 

 
In this issue, we continue presenting materials relating to the unfortunately always timely 

subject of criminal justice in Baltimore City, this time in the form of a symposium conducted by 

the Calvert Institute for Policy Research 17 years ago, which includes contributions by two of 

our long-time members, former State's Attorney and Court of Special Appeals judge Charles 

Moylan and former Chief Public Defender Elizabeth Julian.  The suggestions made 17 years ago 

have not borne all the fruit that might be desired, though there has been some increased 

authorization of citation authority in connection with minor drug offenses.  The current 

coronavirus crisis and the demands it places upon the jury room and jury selection makes the 

symposium's appeal for reduced numbers of peremptory challenges especially timely now. 

We also provide a link to the remarkable article in the New York Times Magazine for 

March 12, 2020 by Alex Mac Gillis of Pro Publica relating to Baltimore City's criminal justice 

problems:  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/12/magazine/baltimore-tragedy-crime.html 

In addition, we include as an attachment above (http://www.barlib.org/Web4.html) a link 

to a letter that I and three other senior Baltimoreans sent to the federal attorney general more 

than two months ago relating to the Baltimore City police consent decree, to which no direct 

response has as yet been received. 

As always, comments and articles by our readers on this and other subjects are 

welcomed. 

The rhetoric accompanying the recent Black Lives Matter demonstrations makes 

appropriate a reminder of how far the civil rights movement has come since its nadir in the 

Wilson administration.  To that end, we reprint here H. L. Mencken's tribute to an almost 

forgotten figure, Kelly Miller, an eminent scientist who was the first black graduate of Johns 

Hopkins, as well as Kelly Miller's open letter to President Wilson appealing for a more vigorous 

response to racist outrages in East St. Louis, Illinois in 1919.  We also include a biographical 

sketch of the undeservedly forgotten Miller, who tried to steer a middle course between Booker 

Washington's almost exclusive emphasis on vocational education as the way forward for blacks 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/12/magazine/baltimore-tragedy-crime.html


and W.E.B. Du Bois renunciation of it as a survival of slavery in favor of emphasis on 'the 

talented tenth' in the professions.. 

Finally, we include a tribute by Judge Paul Grimm of the United States District Court to 

one of Maryland's most distinguished modern state court judges, Judge Joseph H. H. Kaplan. 

George W. Liebmann 

 

 

 

Open For Business 

 Whenever I compose something for the Advance Sheet I probably spend as much time 

thinking of an appropriate title as I do writing the article.  Any of you who have ever read any of 

the articles are probably thinking/saying to yourself “Well, that explains a great deal.” 

 Enough.  To the point.  WE ARE NOW OPEN.  Open that is to In-Person Use by our 

members.  The reason for the debate over the title is twofold.  First, we never really closed.  

During the course of the past few months we have e-mailed cases, parts of treatises and a myriad 

of other material to Library users.  We were doing curbside pick-up before curbside pick-up was 

the thing to do.  Since March we have met members and messengers at the various doors of the 

Courthouse who have come to retrieve books and, in a number of instances, multi-volume sets.  

They came on foot, by car and jeep, and in several instances, by bike.  One of the promotional 

ads for the Army used to say “Be the best that you can be.”  Well, since March, in a very 



different way, we have endeavored to be the best that we could be, and do all that was in our 

powers in providing you material for your practices. 

 We did not, however, stop there.  Board President George Liebmann who was the driving 

force behind the creation of the Bar Library Lecture Series thirteen years ago, was of the opinion 

that the Library owed it to its members to continue to move forward, to, in a sense, use the 

pandemic not as an excuse to slow down, but as an opportunity to reach out more than it 

previously had.  Scheduled in-person lectures were moved to zoom, and whereas the Library had 

traditionally went on “lecture hiatus” in the summer, this year Steven M. Klepper, Esquire of 

Kramon & Graham   presented "The Personal Divide Between Jefferson & Marshall" on June 25, 

and two other pre-Labor day presentations are in the works, one by Bar Library regular Prof. 

Jonathan White on “The Emancipation Proclamation” slated for July 30 and a second by Prof. 

Kenneth Lasson on the current state of civil liberties. 

 In addition to our lectures, the other advancement has been the transformation of the 

humble Bar Library newsletter into the publication you have before you, featuring thought 

provoking articles on a myriad of subjects.  Our objective is to engage and to stimulate thought.          

 The second hesitancy that I have with the title is that it evokes images of the conduct that 

has accompanied the pronouncements around the country of “Open For Business.”Unlike 

what we have seen in so many places such as Arizona, Florida and Texas, a Bar Library opening 

does not mean do what you want, throw caution to the wind and your mask in the trash.  Our 

policy and philosophy is fairly well encompassed in the opening announcement that we sent out 

to the membership last Friday:   

“After several months, the Baltimore Bar Library will be reopening to all of you, this Monday, 

July 20 at 8:30 A.M.  In order to enter the Courthouse you will be subject to having your 

temperature checked with a scanning thermometer and to wear a mask.  All rules pertaining to 

entry and use of the Courthouse will apply while in the Library.  While we do not anticipate 

crowding, Library staff may ask users to separate themselves by utilizing one or another of our 

numerous separate rooms.  Our reopening will also allow our members who are continuing to 

work from home or on reduced schedules to inspect and borrow books from our Horwitz, Joseph, 

Mitchell and other collections.  Unlike almost all the City's other libraries, we have remained 

staffed without interruption and anticipate few if any problems of adjustment.  We will do our 

utmost to insure your use of the Library is both a safe and productive one and we look forward to 

welcoming you back.” 

 All of you take care, be safe, and we hope to see you soon.  The doors to the Courthouse 

and to the Library are now open to you.   

                Joe Bennett 



 
 

 One of the more popular services offered by the Bar Library is providing information on 

Maryland drivers and registered vehicles.  The information, which comes directly from the 

Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration (sorry we cannot search for out of state drivers or 

registered vehicles), includes three year driving records as well as information on drivers such as 

their address.  You can find out who owns what vehicles, as well as whether there are any lien 

holders and who the insurer for a vehicle is.  Searches are only thirteen dollars and are done, with 

very few exceptions, immediately.  So, call (410-727-0280) or e-mail (jwbennett@barlib.org) 

your requests today.     
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 The article that follows by H. L. Mencken is excerpted from The Impossible H. L. 

Mencken, edited by noted Mencken authority Ms. Marion Elizabeth Rodgers.  Ms. Rodgers has 

been a frequent speaker at the Library beginning with her presentation of “Mencken, Ritchie & 

Prohibition” on February 8, 2011.  Her subsequent presentations, like her first, both entertaining 

and informative, were "Mencken & Lynchings" (March 27, 2012); "Mencken & The Red Scare" 

(April 30, 2013); "Mencken & The American Presidency" (October 29, 2014); "Henry Louis 

Mencken & George Samuel Schuyler" (March 10, 2016); and most recently "Mencken & 

Religion" (May 9, 2018).  Upon our hoped for return to normality, we look forward to once 

again welcoming Ms. Rodgers to the Main Reading Room of the Library for another evening 

recounting the life of the “Bard of Baltimore.”    

 

  

 



 



 



 



 



 



 

  

In His Own Words 

 As all of you undoubtedly know that the Internet is a most amazing place that contains a 

great deal of fascinating material that in the past you would have had to go to great lengths to 

uncover.  If you would like to know more about Prof. Kelly Miller, by reading not about him, but 

as with the Congressional record pages we have set forth, his very words, visit the following.  

 Address to the Graduating Class of the College Department, Howard University / by 

Professor Kelly Miller, June 1, 1898.  

 Kelly Miller's Monographic Magazine  

 "The Primary Needs of the Negro Race." An Address Delivered before the Alumni 

Association of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, by Prof. Kelly Miller ... 

June 14, 1899.  

... The effect of imperialism upon the negro race. Ably set out by a colored man. (Written by 

Kelly Miller, professor of mathematics in Howard University, Washington, D. C. for the 

Springfield Republican. Boston, Mass. Published by the N. E. Ant 
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Kelly Miller 

Kelly Miller (July 18, 1863 – December 29, 1939) was an American mathematician, 

sociologist, essayist, newspaper columnist, author, and an important figure in the intellectual life 

of black America for close to half a century. He was known as "the Bard of the Potomac".
[1]

  

Early life and education 

Kelly Miller was the sixth of ten children born to Elizabeth Miller and Kelly Miller Sr. 

His mother was a former slave and his father was a freed black man who was conscripted into 

the Winnsboro Regiment of the Confederacy. Miller was born in Winnsboro, South Carolina, 

where he would attend local primary and grade school.  

From 1878–1880, Miller attended the Fairfield Institute where his hard work paid off and 

he was offered a scholarship to the historically black college, Howard University. Miller finished 

the preparatory department's three-year curriculum in Latin and Greek, then mathematics, in two 

years. After finishing one department, he quickly moved on to the next one. Miller attended the 

College Department at Howard from 1882 to 1886.  

In 1886, Miller was given the opportunity to study advanced mathematics with Captain 

Edgar Frisby. Frisby was an English mathematician working at the U.S Naval Observatory. 

Frisby's attendant, Simon Newcomb, noticed Miller's intellectual talent and recommended him to 

attend Johns Hopkins University. Miller spent the following two years at Johns Hopkins 

University (1887-1889) and became the first African American student to attend the university. 

Miller spent his time at the university studying mathematics, physics, and astronomy.
[2]

 He was 

also the first African-American to study graduate mathematics in the United States.
[3]

  

Miller was a member of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
[4]
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Career 

Miller was not able to keep attending Johns Hopkins University due to financial 

limitations. From 1889 to 1890, taught mathematics at the M Street High School in Washington, 

D.C. Appointed professor of mathematics at Howard in 1890, Miller introduced sociology the 

development structure and functioning of human society into the curriculum in 1895, serving as 

professor of sociology from 1895 to 1934. Miller graduated from Howard University School of 

Law in 1903.
[5]

 In 1907, Miller was appointed dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
[5]

 

His deanship lasted twelve years, and in that time, the college changed significantly. The 

old classical curriculum was modernized and new courses in the natural sciences and the social 

sciences were added. Miller was an avid supporter of Howard University and actively recruited 

students to the school. In 1914, he planned a Negro-American Museum and Library. He 

persuaded Jesse E. Moorland to donate his large private library on blacks in Africa and the 

United States to Howard University and it became the foundation for his Negro-Americana 

Museum and Library center.
[2]

  

He was a participant in the March 5, 1897 meeting to celebrate the memory of Frederick 

Douglass, which founded the American Negro Academy led by Alexander Crummell.
[6]

 Until the 

organization was discontinued in 1928, Miller remained one of the most active members of this 

first major African American learned society, refuting racist scholarship, promoting black claims 

to individual, social, and political equality, and publishing early histories and sociological studies 

of African American life.
[7]

  

Miller gained his well-known national importance from his involvement in another 

movement led by W. E. B. Du Bois. He showed intellectual leadership during the conflict 

between the "accommodations" of Booker T. Washington and the "radicalism" of the growing 

civil rights. Miller was known in two ways to the public.  

On African-American education policy, Miller aligned himself with neither the "radicals" 

— Du Bois and the Niagara Movement — nor the "conservatives" — the followers of Booker T. 

Washington.
[citation needed]

 Miller sought a middle way, a comprehensive education system that 

would provide for "symmetrical development" of African-American citizens by offering both 

vocational and intellectual instruction.
[8]

  

In February 1924, Miller was elected chairman of the Negro Sanhedrin, a civil rights 

conference held in Chicago that brought together representatives of 61 African-American 

organizations to forge closer ties and attempt to craft a common program for social and political 

reform.
[9]

  

He believed that blacks should favor free market rather than government or union power, 

stating:  

The capitalist has but one dominating motive, the production and sale of goods. The race 

or color of the producer counts but little.... The capitalist stands for an open shop which gives to 
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every man the unhindered right to work according to his ability and skill. In this proposition the 

capitalist and the Negro are as one.
[10]

 

Written works 

Miller was a prolific writer of articles and essays which were published in major 

newspapers, magazines, and several books, including Out of the House of Bondage. Miller 

assisted W. E. B. Du Bois in editing The Crisis, the official journal of the National Association 

for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
[5]

 Miller started off publishing his articles 

anonymously in the Boston Transcript. He wrote about both radical and conservative groups. 

Miller also shared his views in the Educational Review, Dial, Education, and the Journal of 

Social Science. His anonymous articles later became subject for his lead essay in his book Race 

Adjustment published in 1908. Miller suggested that African Americans had the right to protest 

against the unjust circumstances that came with the rise of white supremacy in the South. Miller 

supported racial harmony, thrift, and institution building.
[2]

  

In 1917, Miller published an open letter to President Woodrow Wilson in the Baltimore 

Afro-American against lynching, which he called "national in its range and scope," and called the 

government's failure to stop it "the disgrace of democracy."
[11]

 He also stated "It is but hollow 

mockery of the Negro when he is beaten and bruised in all parts of the nation and flees to the 

national government for asylum, to be denied relief on the basis of doubtful jurisdiction. The 

black man asks for protection and is given a theory of government." 
[2]

  

It was circulated as a pamphlet in the camp libraries of the US armed forces for about a 

year until "the department of military censorship" ordered it removed because it "tended to make 

the soldier who read [it] a less effective fighter against the German."
[12]

 Miller published Kelly 

Miller's History of the World War for Human Rights which included "A wonderful Array of 

Striking Pictures Made from Recent Official Photographs, Illustrating and Describing the New 

and Awful Devices Used in the Horrible Methods of Modern Warfare, together with Remarkable 

Pictures of the Negro in Action in Both Army and Navy" in 1919.  

Death and legacy 

After the First World War, Miller's life became difficult. He was demoted in 1919 to dean 

of a new junior college after J. Stanley Durkee was appointed as president of Howard in 1918 

and built a new central administration. Miller continued to publish articles and weekly columns 

in black presses. His views were published in more than 100 newspapers.
[citation needed]

  

Miller died in 1939, on Howard's campus. He was survived by his wife Annie May 

Butler, four of his five children: Kelly the III, May, Irene, and Paul. His son, Isaac Newton, 

preceded him in death.  

A 160-unit housing development in LeDroit Park, constructed in 1941, was named in his 

honor, as was Kelly Miller Middle School in Washington, DC.
[13]
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Bar Library Lecture Series 

 We are living at a time where more than anything else, we need something to look 

forward to.  With that in mind, please circle the date of Thursday, November 19, 2020, when 

Prof. Christopher R. Riano is scheduled to appear in the Main Reading Room of the Bar 

Library to speak on his book Marriage Equality: From Outlaws to In-Laws.  As always, the 

lecture will be followed by a wine and cheese reception.  I cannot begin to tell you how much 

I hope to see you there. 
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Hon. Joseph H. H. Kaplan                                                                                                        

(Also Pictured Hon. Julie R. Rubin & James B. Astrachan, Esq.) 

The Best Judge You Never Heard Of – Joseph H. H. Kaplan 

by Paul W. Grimm 

“In 1984, a series of state-chartered savings and loan associations failed as a result of 

embezzlement and poor management, leaving the quasi-public non-profit organization chartered 

by the State of Maryland to protect the interests of consumers without sufficient funds to 

guarantee all the deposits. A run on the S & L’s followed, and the state government had a 

genuine crisis on its hands. Ten years later, thanks to the steady supervision of a single Maryland 

Circuit Court Judge–the Honorable Joseph H. H. Kaplan—the crisis came to a successful end. 

Under Judge Kaplan’s supervision, the receivership that had been created to marshal and 

liquidate the assets of the defunct S & L’s in order to raise the funds needed to guarantee the 

deposits of the account holders completed its work with a degree of success that was 

unimaginable at the start of the crisis. Under Judge Kaplan’s careful scrutiny, the runs on the S & 

L’s stopped, and he presided over the development of a plan to maximize the value of the assets 

of the S & L’s to insure their disposal netted sufficient funds to pay depositor claims. In the end, 

the State of Maryland was left with a vastly reduced financial obligation to make good on the 

deposits, and a stronger regulatory authority had been put in place to insure the safety of the 

S&L’s in the future. It is no exaggeration to say that the work of Judge Kaplan in managing the 

Maryland S&L crisis benefitted every citizen in the state, the vast majority of whom never even 

knew his name. 



Also in 1984, a Maryland domiciled insurance company selling fidelity and surety bonds 

throughout the United States was placed into receivership by the Maryland Insurance 

Commissioner. The state legislature passed a law requiring that all state initiated insurance 

receiverships would have venue in the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, where Judge Kaplan sat. 

For more than a dozen years, he presided over a series of insurance company receiverships 

involving surety and construction insurance, medical malpractice insurance, and title insurance. 

Again, under his stewardship, receivership expenses were kept to the minimum, the assets of the 

insolvent companies were marshaled and liquidated, and claimants paid as near to the full value 

of their claims as was possible. Remarkably, in the receivership of medical malpractice carrier, 

policyholder claims adjudged to be valid were paid 100 cents on the dollar, an almost unheard of 

outcome for a receivership. 

My first involvement with Judge Kaplan was as retained counsel to the court appointed 

receiver for the longest running of the insurance company receiverships. My relationship with 

him in that capacity lasted more than ten years, and I appeared before him countless times in 

hearings and trials. Part of my job was to obtain advance permission to initiate litigation against 

third parties that our investigation revealed had been responsible for the mismanagement or 

defalcations that led to the failure of the company, and later, to submit settlement proposals in 

those lawsuits for his approval. In this process, I learned just how accurately he could evaluate 

the merits and value of cases, and to forecast whether the suit was likely to result in a recovery 

that would add enough to the receivership assets to warrant the expenses of bringing it. As with 

the S&L crisis, Judge Kaplan’s management of the insurance company insolvencies inured to the 

benefit of countless Maryland residents, and claimants outside of Maryland. And, as with the 

resolution of the S & L failures, most of those who received the benefits of the work that he did 

never knew the name of the judge who made it possible for them to obtain a fair recovery. 

I watched Judge Kaplan carefully during the years I appeared before him. The first thing I 

noted was that no matter how complex the matter, or how quickly it had been set in, he always 

was prepared. He had read the filings, and studied the law. Not once did I hear him announce, at 

the start of a well briefed motions hearing, the words that signal that the judge has not read the 

papers: “Well now, counsel, what’s this matter all about?”. Usually, he knew the issues and the 

law better than the lawyers did. The second thing I noticed was how he treated everyone who 

came before him. He was courteous to every lawyer, party and witnesses who appeared before 

him. I never saw him lose his temper or display anger. And, I noticed that the dignity that he 

displayed influenced how the other lawyers, myself included, behaved towards each other and 

the court. 

Judge Kaplan also displayed enormous common sense. Many judges are brilliant on the 

law, but seem out of touch with the real world. Judge Kaplan was a scholar of the law, but also 

pragmatic and end-result oriented. I recall filing a motion requesting permission to file a claim 

against a third party responsible for contributing to the failure of one of the insurance companies. 

I thought the evidence of liability was overwhelming, as did Judge Kaplan, but the question that 

pinned me to the wall was “Paul, if you get a judgment, how much will you be able to collect?” 

After hearing my dispirited response, he said “settle the claim for what you can get.” And 

looking back, he was right. The receiver could not pay a claimant with a worthless judgment. 



In court, Judge Kaplan never appeared to be rushed or out of time. I knew he had an 

unimaginably large case load, in addition to his duties as Circuit Administrative Judge, and later 

Chief Circuit Court Judge. No matter what else was on his plate, he made sure he finished what 

he was doing at the time before moving on. Judge Kaplan also displayed the courage of his 

convictions. When he had heard the facts and studied the law, he was unafraid to rule, even when 

doing so involved tough issues. He never dodged the hard cases, or shirked difficult questions, 

and he fearlessly tackled impossibly complex matters like the redoing of the dysfunctional 

Baltimore City School System, the revamping of Baltimore City juvenile justice system, and 

eliminating the hundreds of backlogged criminal cases in the adult criminal justice system. 

On top of all this, Judge Kaplan was kind, sincere, and always able to diffuse a volatile 

situation with his sense of humor. The lessons in judging he taught me I benefit from every day 

of my own career as a judge, now in its seventeenth year. On the wall outside of my office there 

is a framed quote that I look at each day as I start work. It is a quotation from a speech given by 

the great Supreme Court advocate John W. Davis, in a speech to the Virginia State Bar 

Association in 1926, titled “Thomas Jefferson, Attorney at Law”. Davis said, of Jefferson: “In 

the heart of every lawyer, worthy of the name, there burns a deep ambition so to bear himself 

that the profession may be stronger by reason of his passage through its ranks, and that he may 

leave the law itself a better instrument of human justice than he found it.” Those words capture 

the essence of Judge Joseph H. H. Kaplan. Through his intellect, dedication, hard work, 

practicality, common sense, and devotion to his court, his city, his state and his country, he 

manifestly made the law a better instrument of human justice than he found it when he entered 

the practice of law in 1960. He taught me much of what I think a judge should be, and I hope that 

when my days as a judge are at an end, I will be regarded as having been half as worthy.” 

The following appeared in Judicature, which is published by the Bolch Judicial Institute, Duke 

Law School (March 2014).  The Library would like to thank the Honorable Paul W. Grimm for 

his kind permission to reprint his tribute to Judge Kaplan.  Judge Grimm serves as a District 

Judge for the United States District Court for the District of Maryland.  He was appointed to the 

Court on December 10, 2012.  Among other works, he is one of the primary editors of 

Electronically Stored Information in Maryland Courts (2020). 
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